
Peer review - Midterm report 

The group would like to combine haptic feedback and map technology so to enable people with 

visual impairment to enjoy improved mobility in regards to outdoor activities. 

Research method 

The group has done a nice review of literature,  and also explains what each article contributes with

of transferrable information to their own work.  I think the group explains well the use of interview,

and explains the significance and background of their interviewing subject. The interview outcome

seems to be that the subject would not need the product, as he focused on the social aspect of

walking, would not like additional gadgets and advocated the voiceOver from apple. Thus, the

interviewed subject challenged some of the orientations of the work, but came with a lot of

constructive suggestions on some future paths to explore. Maybe it will be good to highlight how

the interview and the subjects ideas was used (or not used) in shaping the research questions. 

Suggestions 

• The group writes that they are still in a discovery phase, but they seem to have a lot of 

future information to present. Thus, it might not be need to worry. Some promising work 

was done close to the delivery of this midterm (workshop 10th of October). However, one 

advice would be to rapidly find the end template for their final report as the dead line is fast 

approaching. It seems that more than one workshop will be difficult due to time, and also 

potentially because of problems with finding suitable candidates (unless the two are used 

again) to include.   

• Maybe it will be good to highlight how the interview and the subjects ideas was used (or not

used) in shaping the research questions. 

• A minor suggestion is to define “haptic”.

• I would remove the hiking aspect of the challenge, and focus on outdoor activity in a city 

environment. This would represent a more technological environment/ecosystem, and 

appeal to more (blind) users.  It seems that the interview, companies they contact (Next 

Signal and BlindSquare) also would make that a natural transition.   

• Maybe more knowledge can be extracted from Rebekka Soma´s master thesis as well in 

that she presents two (conceptual) suggestions that enable the (blind) users to extract 

information from their surroundings. If not, how does your work differ?

• Rebekka Soma might also offer more guidance since she is still working at UIO  

 


